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Article abstract
To manage Canada's groundwater resources in a sustainable way there is a
need for regional knowledge of aquifer systems. Improving regional
knowledge, in light ofscant hydrogeological data, requires a multidisciplinary
approach that advances the geological understanding of a basin. Basin analysis
— mapping and characterizing the reservoir potential of sedimentary basins as
applied in petroleum exploration — provides an approach that is directly
applicable to regional hydrogeology studies and related land use planning. This
paper applies basin analysis to a glaciated terrain by integrating data from a
variety of sources and scales of investigations to develop a hydrogeological
model of the Oak Ridges Moraine Area (ORM), southern Ontario.
Basin analysis supports the progression from data compilation and geological
conceptualization to model development, and ultimately, toward quantitative
flow system analysis. This progression is achieved notably by developing
primary geological models of the stratigraphy, sedimentary architecture and
origin of deposits of the ORM area. The analysis outlines two regional elements
highly significant to groundwater flow in the area: 1) regional till uplands that
form the principal aquitard, and 2) channels that breach the till and form
hydraulic windows and important channel-fill aquifers. The important channel
aquifer setting had not been previously recognized because its identification
required a geological framework based on high-quality topographic, geological
and geophysical data. Development of the regional geological knowledge would
not have been possible using relatively poor-quality water well records alone. A
numerical model is then used to illustrate the significance of vertical flow
through generic channels.
The watershed approach that is embodied in basin analysis strongly enhances
communication between geoscientists and engineers, planners, and other
scientists. Better understanding of regional hydrogeological settings also will
improve the scientific basis for land use planning. Site remediation or
development proposals generally rely on site-specific data and analysis, often
restricted to shallow depths and predominantly for the purpose of site design.
Such studies will benefit from regional knowledge of hydrogeological settings
and of the extent of flow systems beyond the site to water-shed or basin scales.
Accordingly, the paper advocates investment in both high-quality data and the
regional approach that underlies basin analysis, thus permitting a much more
reliable assessment of groundwater issues in complex hydro-geological settings
across Canada.
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